Effective Collaboration:

When you find something that works, keep using it

Finding the right supplier for technical needs is never an easy task, and when that task requires
technical engineering know how and an appreciation and complete understanding of complex
technical requirements then that search becomes far more difficult.
Micro Technology Consultants and Findlay Irvine have
developed a strong working relationship over the last twenty
years. Like many of the country’s High-Tech SMEs, Findlay
Irvine is one of Scotland’s industrial hidden gems, established
in 1960 offering innovative monitoring solutions for a range
of transportation networks including Road, Rail and Aviation.
Based in Penicuik they have established themselves as one of
the world’s leading companies in this field of expertise.
Findlay Irvine GripTester Mk2

MTC / Findlay Irvine Icelert Data Logger

Micro Technology Consultants, established for 35 years
is a business, equally as well-established and another
equally illusive organisation based in Airdrie. MTC have
built-up a strong reputation for delivering complex
technical solutions to its clients in areas of software
development, electronic design and complete
hardware design and manufacturing. The initial focus
was on MOD and Military applications but over the
years they have strengthened their expertise in all areas
including ROV, Subsea Engineering and Aerospace.

So why does this relationship work?
Colin Irvine MD, Findlay Irvine puts it quite simply;
“They are on the same wavelength as us – engineers who understand the challenges and pitfalls, they are
easy to work with create solutions that work with a minimum of fuss. The fact that MTC can offer a
complete solution (electronic & mechanical design, PCB design, software, prototyping, test and even low
volume manufacture) is attractive and gives us a one-stop shop for sub-contracted design work. We will
generally do the work in house when we can but for a small organisation like ours, we often need additional
resource our agility and flexibility in offering a turnkey solution to our clients”

Jim Magill, Partner of MTC adds;
“Working with Findlay Irvine offers the opportunity for MTC to get involved with some remarkably
interesting projects which stimulate our internal teams to develop creative solutions.. All of the Findlay
Irvine projects are different and leading edge and always adds to our capability as an organisation. They
are very clear on technical requirements but trust us to work up to the solution”

As we go into 2021, on the backdrop of a difficult trading year for many it’s good to remind ourselves
that we are not alone, there are always opportunity to forge long-lasting relationships that offer all
parties an opportunity to work to their strengths, concentrate on their core while offering a genuine
high level of service, quality, cost and agility to your end clients.
To find out more about Micro Technology Consultants or Findlay Irvine then please go to their website
and LinkedIn pages.
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